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Industry Partners Industry-leading eco-fuel compatibility 
Meet the increasing demand for economical, environmentally friendly fuels by adding Dresser 

Wayne alternative fuel dispensers to your forecourt. Eco-fuel Ovation® and Vista™ dispensers 

are specifically designed for ethanol blends and biodiesel* providing retailers with the latest in 

fuel compatibility. 

 

At Dresser Wayne we draw upon our extensive industry experience and involvement with 

leading sustainable energy organizations to develop advanced technology.  The result is 

seamless alternative fuel delivery. And our eco-fuel dispensers are compatible with 

petroleum for the ultimate in flexibility and choice.  You can continue to dispense gasoline now 

and be prepared to offer alternative fuels in the future. 

 

Dresser Wayne eco-fuel Ovation and Vista fuel dispensers are available in a variety of 

configurations including blenders that offer the ability to blend alternative fuels with gasoline or 

diesel. They are constructed with special elastomers, electroless nickel-plating and an 

ethanol-compatible filter. The dispensers also feature hard anodized or nickel-plated 

castings and stainless steel piping to meet the unique requirements of eco-fuels such as 

biodiesel and E85, a blend of 85 percent ethyl alcohol (ethanol) and 15 percent petroleum. 

The Eco-Fuel Advantage 

Fuel retailers who choose to respond the growing interest in green practices by offering 

alternative fuels stand to gain an advantage in the market. The demand for eco-friendly fuels 

is increasing in answer to rising fuel prices and environmental concerns about non-renewable 

energy sources.  Consequently, the number of green, flex fuel vehicles on the road is rising. 

Plus, the government is offering retailers incentives for providing eco-fuels.  Retailers with the 

flexibility to dispense alternative fuel can benefit from increased traffic and greater customer 

loyalty. 



Ovation® and Vista™ Eco-Fuel Dispensers 

• Flexibility to dispense traditional or alternative 
fuels 

• Corrosion-resistant internal  components 
• Industry-leading design and  engineering 

 
 
• The reliability and  quality you’ve come to 

expect from Dresser Wayne 

• Weights  and  Measures approved 
• User-friendly  fueling interface 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Customer-friendly Design and Technology 

which Supports your Business 
Easily add alternative fuels to your retail or fleet organization while expanding your business’s potential. The Ovation and 

Vista dispensers are both ergonomically designed around consumer behavior to help encourage customer loyalty and fast 

transactions. Our blending dispensers offer a range of options for retailers wanting the flexibility to offer multiple grades of 

mid or higher blend ethanol products. Based on our leading hydraulic control technology it’s possible to offer up to five 

blends of alternative fuel which can be programmed for adjustment from 0 to 99% in 1% intervals. 

 
At Dresser Wayne we are driven by our legacy of innovation which spurred the development of the multihose blender, 

another industry first that offers blended product out of more than one hose.  With three fuel inputs and up to five grade 

selections the 3+2 allows retailers to offer traditional fuels along with a variety of higher ethanol blends from the same 

fueling point. 

 

Further, all of our eco-fuel dispensers come equipped with the Xflo Meter, proven by independent testing to be one of the 

most accurate measurement devices ever produced. So retailers not only benefit from robust  components compatible with 

any biofuel but also from being able to offer precision-blended products from meters  that maintain accuracy over years of 

service. 
 

Stop Fuel Loss with the Xflo™ Fuel Meter 
Protect your fuel inventory by significantly reducing fuel lost to diminishing meter accuracy, or meter drift. Dresser Wayne’s 

eco-fuel Xflo meter option delivers unprecedented accuracy for years**. Its precision engineering virtually eliminates the 

need for recalibration so it saves maintenance costs in addition to saving tens of thousands of dollars in lost fuel over five 

years. And the Xflo meter’s exceptional accuracy ensures precisely blended alternative fuel. 

 

Easy Installation and Maintenance Deliver a Lifetime of Value  
Built to last for years even in the harshest forecourt environments, the eco-fuel Ovation and Vista dispensers are backed by 

Dresser Wayne’s standard warranties and are supported by Dresser Wayne Genuine Parts.  Rely on the dispensers’ 

patented double-bump hydraulic connections for improved uptime, and servicing is simple thanks to the easy-access, 

hinged doors, modular electrical and mechanical components, and intuitively-grouped wiring. 

 
 
 
 

*Designed for compatibility with biodiesel blends up to B20. 

**According to tests performed by The SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden, a leading international research and certification lab. 



About Dresser Wayne 
With offices on five continents, manufacturing 

facilities on four, and thousands of employees 

worldwide, Dresser Wayne has shaped the retail 

and fleet fueling industry ever since its modest 

beginnings in 1891. Known for combining cutting- 

edge technology with exceptional customer focus 

and win-win industry partnerships, Dresser Wayne 

has become the leading supplier of integrated 

solutions to its customers in the retail and fleet 

petroleum industry. Dresser Wayne— 

headquartered in Austin, Texas—is largely 

responsible for the innovations that contribute to 

the look and functionality of the modern service 

station. From dispensers and POS systems to 

retail intelligence and after-sale support services, 

Dresser Wayne is committed to continuing its long 

tradition of providing innovative, customer-centric 

solutions in all facets of the industry. Dresser 

Wayne is a business segment of Dresser, Inc. 

About Dresser, Inc. 
Dresser, Inc. is a leader in providing highly 

engineered infrastructure products for the global 

energy industry. The company has leading 

positions in a broad portfolio of products including 

valves, actuators, meters, switches, regulators, 

piping products, natural gas-fueled engines, retail 

fuel dispensers and associated retail point of sale 

systems and air and gas handling equipment. 

Leading brand names within the Dresser portfolio 

include Dresser Wayne® retail fueling systems, 

Waukesha® natural gas-fired engines, Masoneilan® 

control valves, Mooney® regulators, Consolidated® 

pressure relief valves, and Roots® blowers and 

rotary gas meters. It has manufacturing and 

customer service facilities located strategically 

worldwide and a sales presence in more than 100 

countries. The company’s website can be 

accessed at www.dresser.com. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Genuine Parts 

 

Protect your warranty, security, and regulatory certifications. 

Insist on Dresser Wayne Genuine Parts for all equipment 

repairs and upgrades. 

 
Worldwide Headquarters: 

Austin, Texas, 

U.S.A. T. +01 512 

388 8311 

 
European Headquarters: 

Malmö, Sweden 

T. +46 40 360 500 

 
South American Headquarters: 

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

T. +55 21 2598 7711 

 
Asia Pacific Headquarters: 

Shanghai, China 

T. +21 5899 3976 
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